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Over 70 Temples to see, which deserve your time? Angkor Wat: 20 Temples  is your passport to

discovering the top 20 temples to see when visiting Angkor Wat. With the most relevant, up-to-date

advice on which temples to see or skip, what visiting times is best for each temple, an amazing visit

with hidden discoveries awaits you. Overlook Cambodia from five stories atop Angkor Wat, ride an

elephant up a mountain to an ancient temple, discover a temple with 108 faces, or explore lesser

known and hidden temples; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Angkor Wat

and begin your journey now! Inside Angkor Wat: 20 Temples Travel Guide:  Downloadable maps

showing the locations of over 70 temples  Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your

personal needs and interests  Insider tips on the best times to visit a temple and what makes it

worth your time GPS coordinates allows you to make up your own routes and visit temples without a

guide, saving you time and money while helping to avoid crowds  Essential info at your fingertips -

what king commissioned a temple, what time was it commissioned, what style is it build in, what

religion was it dedicated to 20 Images, one for each temple Covers Temples of Angkor   eBook

deal: (Buy the print version and get the digital version free on matchbook)  The Perfect Choice:

Angkor Wat: 20 Temples, is perfect for travelers that have only a few days at Angkor Wat and need

the basic info and top temples not to miss.   Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out

Angkor Wat Temples and discover 30 temples at Angkor Wat, including over 250 images, or Angkor

Wat Archaeological Park, for a comprehensive list of 50 temples in the park plus an additional 15

temples outside the park, as well as over 380 images of the temples.
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Famous Angkor Wat temple ..... wonderful Travel Book of Cambodia. February 12, 2015   By

Andrew    Format:Kindle Edition|Verified Purchase   It is a fantastic resourceful travel guide book of

Cambodia and I must recommend other who is planning to travel to Cambodia.

Be amazed by theÂ  wonders of Angkor Wat,Â the perfect addition to your Cambodia

Experience.The success of any holiday begins at home:Â researching, agonizing, and ultimately

planning. Cambodia may be your trip of a lifetime - it has been for thousands,Â as backpackers dot

the landscape, enjoying the people and the culture.Discover 20 Must see temples at Angkor

Wat.Some of what you'll learn - the short list:*A concise description of each temple, including history

and pertinent facts.*How to arrange and manage your time.*Temple hours of operation and fees

(best time to visit).*Much, much more.Let this practical guide be your first step on the path to a

successful adventure.

I bought the Kindle edition. It is a nice, informative description of the major temples in the large

complex of temples that make up the area known as Angkor Wat. As an e-book, it would have been

nice to have more photos of the temples, but it is fine as is. There are descriptions that give some

history, major features and some information about visiting each temple. I have been to Angkor

previously; I expect that having this guide for my upcoming trip will be an big enhancement to my

enjoyment of the temple complexes, not least because I have loaded the book on a Kindle so that

the information will be readily at hand and easily-accessed. The Angkor complex of temples is one

of the wonders of the world and this is a handy reference for someone who wants to better

appreciate the experience.

I purchased this e-book a couple days after it came out, and just recently got back from my trip.

Anton Swanepoel, thank you so much I already sent you an email personally thanking you for

putting together such a wonderful package, but I wanted to personally leave you a public review as

well. People obviously this isn't for everyone, but if you found your way to e-books about

Cambodian temples. Well it probably is, we planned our entire trip based around the places in this

book.My husband and I are both archeologists so naturally we wanted to see as many places as we

could at once. We were able to plan an effective route to hit all 20 temples on our 2-week trip

because of you, we had the experience of a lifetime. It also probably has nothing to do with your

e-book, but I was purposed to on my trip at the temple of Angkor Wat. Gosh if that wasn't the most



romantic thing my hubby could have done!The temples were all magnificent and we were able to

find cheap local guides at each one! This was truly a life changing journey and while I can't say your

experience will be exactly as mine will, but as far as what the book provides it's absolutely spot on.

We only really had to do research about getting to Cambodia and between the sites, aside from that

everything else we needed was covered in a neat and organized fashion. I highly recommend this

book as a quick read and a great source to plan a trip from. We also noticed that you have another

book about Phnom Penh, we're going to purchase that and plan our next trip around it! Keep

making these we love Ã¢Â€Â˜em!

I arrived in Cambodia for a three day stay without much notice. Because I didn't have time to read

through a 200+ page book to plan my itinerary, this book was PERFECT. I read through the brief

but very useful descriptions of the temples and picked out my favorites. I then took screenshots and

took them to my hotel front desk where they told me the best way to hit all of them. Perhaps a

couple more pictures of each temple would be useful but this might take away from the

conciseness. Overall, for my purposes, I wouldn't change a thing. Because I wasn't able to research

before I came, this book was a lifesaver! Thanks very much to the author!

A+

I was in Angkor for two days. Gave me all I needed to know. In addition to this, I recommend hiring

a guide for the main Angkor temple. There others you just need this book!

After reading this short book, I don't have a good feel for why we should visit that temples that he

suggests. He insists that we must visit these 20 temples out of hundreds in Angkor Wat but really

does not offer a good reason for choosing them. I'm going to just defer to my guide when I get there.

The black and white photos are of poor quality.

It is informative but be aware that even though the front cover may be in color, the interior pix are in

back and white. Will still use it (among others) when I go in a few months.

Good concise summary of top temples. Enough to give a sense of what each one is but doesn't

spoil too much with too many photos.
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